
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Year group:  3               Date: 

 Challenge 1 Challenge 2 Challenge 3 

English 
https://www.bing.com/videos/search

?q=rumble+in+the+jungle+interactive

+story&adlt=strict&view=detail&mid

=363A28C6A3009D2C936C363A28

C6A3009D2C936C&&FORM=VDRVR

V 

 

watch the video link from 2 

minutes 45 seconds to 3 

minutes 45 seconds and then 

write a recount of the video 

using the help sheet to help 

you. 

Can you use the picture to 

answer the questions in full 

sentences? 

 

Can you draw your own 

pictures of what you think 

a dragons home looks like? 

Can you use the picture to 

answer the questions in 

full sentences? 

 

Can you draw your own 

pictures of what you think 

a dragons home looks like? 

Maths a) Can you answer questions 

on the tally charts? 

b)TTrockstars  

a) Can you interpret and 

answer questions on tables?  

b)TTrockstars  

a) Can you interpret and 

answer questions on tables?  

b)TTrockstars  

Reading/ 

Spellings 

Can you practise writing out 

the common exception words 

in the table and then find 

them in the word search? 

Can you practise writing out 

the common exception words 

in the table and then find 

them in the word search? 

Can you practise writing out 

the common exception words 

in the table and then find 

them in the word search? 

Don’t worry if you have finished your home links book. Why not have a look at the e books that 

have been added to this week’s folder and get stuck into one of those.  

Other PE – Let’s try Pokémon Yoga ! Who can hold those stretches and positions the longest?  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tbCjkPlsaes 

https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=rumble+in+the+jungle+interactive+story&adlt=strict&view=detail&mid=363A28C6A3009D2C936C363A28C6A3009D2C936C&&FORM=VDRVRV
https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=rumble+in+the+jungle+interactive+story&adlt=strict&view=detail&mid=363A28C6A3009D2C936C363A28C6A3009D2C936C&&FORM=VDRVRV
https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=rumble+in+the+jungle+interactive+story&adlt=strict&view=detail&mid=363A28C6A3009D2C936C363A28C6A3009D2C936C&&FORM=VDRVRV
https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=rumble+in+the+jungle+interactive+story&adlt=strict&view=detail&mid=363A28C6A3009D2C936C363A28C6A3009D2C936C&&FORM=VDRVRV
https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=rumble+in+the+jungle+interactive+story&adlt=strict&view=detail&mid=363A28C6A3009D2C936C363A28C6A3009D2C936C&&FORM=VDRVRV
https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=rumble+in+the+jungle+interactive+story&adlt=strict&view=detail&mid=363A28C6A3009D2C936C363A28C6A3009D2C936C&&FORM=VDRVRV
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tbCjkPlsaes


 

Challenge 1 spellings 

Spelling Write Write Write 

With    

different    

When    

suddenly    

another    

again    

 

Can you find the spellings from the table above in the word search? 

 



Challenge 2 and 3 spellings 

Spelling Write Write Write 

experience    

knowledge    

separate    

remember    

different    

position     

 

Can you find the spellings from the table above in the word search? 

 

 

 



Challenge 1 English help sheet 

Spellings to help: 

 

            

            

            

            

            

            

            

            

            

            

            

            

            

            

            

            

            

            

   

 

    

 

 



Challenge 1 English – watch the video link from 2 minutes 45 seconds to 3 

minutes 45 seconds and then write a recount of the video using the help 

sheet to help you. 

Try to include:

 

 

     

  

  

        

        

        

        

         

        

        

        

        

         

        

        

        

        

         

        

        

        

        

         



 

Challenge 2 and 3 English 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Challenge 1 Maths 

 

Tally chart grid 

on next page 

to help with 

this question 



Challenge 1 Maths continued 

 

Tally chart grid for question 4 

Shape Tally  

Circle  

Triangle  

Square   

Rectangle   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Challenge 2 Maths 

 



Challenge 2 Maths task 2 continued …. 

 

 

 

 

 



Challenge 3 Maths  

 



Challenge 3 task 2 

 



 

 


